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WELCOME TO TEAM HYDROGEN!

HAMBURG-BASED COMPANY CLEAN LOGISTICS JOINS
THE CLEAN ENERGY PARTNERSHIP INDUSTRY NETWORK

Hamburg, 19 October 2021. Clean Logistics is a new full member of the Clean Energy Partnership (CEP) expert platform. The industry
partnership brings together companies in the tech, petroleum and energy industries, gas producers, and the automotive industry
across sectors in order to achieve a timely, nationwide market ramp-up of green mobility powered by hydrogen and fuel cells. The
dynamic think tank’s focus topics: universal refuelling standards and a more integrated and cost-effective design of the entire “from well
to wheel” chain.
Clean Logistics is driving innovation in the decarbonization of the transport sector, making buses and tractor units sustainable through the
use of modern hydrogen technology in combination with battery storage. Clean Logistics replaces conventional diesel drives in existing
vehicles with emission-free drive technology and innovative control technology.
“Cooperating with the CEP partners is a great opportunity for us to move another step closer to our vision of climate-neutral mobility and to
use our collective team clout to motivate policymakers to take action faster,” says Dirk Graszt, Managing Director, Clean Logistics. The
transport sector is the third largest emitter of CO2 in Germany, so without a transport turnaround that primarily involves heavy goods traffic
and local public transport, Germany will not achieve its climate policy goals.
Globally valid standards are crucial for the safe and fast hydrogen refuelling of all modes of transport. The Clean Energy Partnership’s
systematic work on interoperability has contributed significantly to the definition of the universal standard for 700 bar refuelling. This means
that passenger cars and light commercial vehicles up to a tank size of 10 kg can now be refuelled based on a generally recognised standard.
Jörg Starr, CEP Chair and Audi hydrogen expert: “The task at hand now is to develop refuelling standards for heavy-duty trucks. Our new
partner Clean Logistics, with its innovative approach, is an important sparring partner on our joint path to the hydrogen filling station of the
future.”
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The partners in the Clean Energy Partnership (CEP) work together as an industry alliance to advance the market establishment of green mobility with hydrogen and
fuel cells, while ensuring security of supply and environmental compatibility. Technology, petroleum and energy companies, gas producers, car manufacturers and
suppliers work together across industries and sectors to set standards across all modes of transport. Innovative and future-oriented. We come from mobility, but consider
all adjacent sectors as well. We see the big picture. Our solution for a successful energy and transport transition? Hydrogen, naturally!

